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Let K be an algebraic number field with proper subfield k. I f  K and k have the 
same number of fundamental units then relations between the units of K and k 
are obtained. 
Throughout this paper K will denote an algebraic number field and k 
a proper subfield which (unless otherwise stated) has the same number of 
fundamental units as K. Relations between the units of such fields K 
and k have been studied by D&es [l] and by MacCluer and Parry [2]. 
Neither of the above papers treats the problem in full generality. Here 
we characterize all fields K and k (k C K) which have the same number 
of fundamental units and obtain some strong generalizations of results 
occurring in [l] and [2]. 
PROPOSITION 1. If K and k satisfy our general hypothesis then 
[K : k] = 2, K is totally imaginary and k is totally real. The converse also 
holds. 
ProoJ Let R, be the number of real isomorphisms of K, 
rl be the number of real isomorphisms of k, 
2R, be the number of complex isomorphisms of K, 
2r, be the number of complex isomorphisms of k. 
Now by hypothesis and the Dirichlet unit theorem 
RI + R, = rl + r2 . 
If m = [K : k] then 
R, + 2Rz = mr, + 2mr, . 
Multiplying (1) by m and subtracting from (2) we get 
(1 -Y- m) RI + (2 - m) R, = mro_ . 
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If m > 2 the left-hand side of (3) is negative while the right-hand side is 
nonnegative. Thus m = 2 and (3) reduces to 
-& = 2r2 . (4) 
Thus R, = r, = 0 proving our assertions. The converse is an immediate 
consequence of the Dirichlet unit theorem. 
The following result generalizes Satz 2 of Denes [I]: 
THEOREM 1. If K and k satisfy our general assumptions then every unit 
E of K has the form 
e = 57) 
where 5 is a root of unity with 5” E K and 7 is a real unit with ?2 E k. 
Conversely if K is a complex field and every unit of K has the form E = f;q 
with 5 a root of unity and 7 real then the maximal real subfield k of K has 
the same number of fundamental units as K. Moreover 5” E K and q2 E k. 
This has already been proved in [2] when both K and k are normal 
extensions of the field of rational numbers, Q. To prove our theorem we 
first need the following. 
LEMMA 1. If K denotes the normal closure of K over Q and if R denotes 
the maximal real subfield of R then R is also normal over Q. 
Proof. Since [K: k] = 2 we have K = k(W2) for some 8 E k. Let 
I= 01, 02 Y-*-Y cr, be all the Q-isomorphisms of k into the complex 
numbers (n = [k : Q]). Set 
and 
ki = oi(k), 
lY$ = CT@), (i = I,..., n), 
Ki = ki(8:‘2), 
17 = kl -a* k, . 
Since Ki = ki(O:‘2) is by hypothesis and Proposition 1 an imaginary 
field and ki is a real field we must have ei < 0 for i = I,..., rz. Thus e,e, > 0 
for 1 \<i,j<nso 
R’ = q{(eiey2: 1 < i <j d n>) 
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is a real subfield of K, hence R’ C R. On the other hand it is easily seen that 
R = Kl ... K, = k,(O~‘“) .‘. k,(8;‘2) 
zzz kl *a. k,(ey2,..., e’,““) 
= @I:‘“,..., e’,““) 
= R’(8:“). 
Thus [K : R’] = 2 = [E : R] so R’ = R. Now k is the normal closure 
of k over Q so k/Q is normal. Let 7 be any isomorphism of R = R’ into 
the complex numbers then T(E) = k and ~((eiOj)1/2) = i(8,8,J1’2 for 
some r and s. Thus T(R) = R so R is normal over Q. 
We now return to the following proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let g and R be the fields described in Lemma 1. 
Since R is normal over Q, Theorem A of [2] applies so if E denotes the 
complex conjugate of E we have E = WF for some root of unity w  in if. 
Now complex conjugation is trivial on the real field k and [K : k] = 2, 
hence K/k is a normal extension and so complex conjugation restricted 
to K is the nontrivial k-automorphism of K. Thus both E and E, hence o, 
are in K. Setting q = (rZ)li2 and 5 = ~17 we see 5” = (E/T)~ = e/F = G E K 
and q-2 = EE is a real number in K hence in k. 
Conversely suppose every unit E of K has the form E = 59. If e1 ,E% ,..., E,~ 
is a system of fundamental units of K then ei = 5%~~ with & a root of 
unity and vi a real unit. Let m be an integer such that &” E K for i = l,..., s. 
Thus qnL (i = l,..., s) is in the maximal real subfield k of K. If k had 
fewer than s fundamental units a dependency relation among q ,..., E, 
would result. Hence k has s fundamental units and by Proposition 1, 
[K : k] = 2. As in the first part of the proof complex conjugation on K 
is a k-automorphism of K. So if E = 57 is in K then E = c~ is in K. 
Thus ~~ = EE is in k and 5” = (~17)” = c/r is in K. 
As in [2] we call a unit E of K regular if it has the form c = 5~ with 5 
a root of unity and 71 a real unit. With this terminology we have the 
following. 
COROLLARY 1. Every unit of K is regular if and only if every unit of 
the normal closure of K over Q is regular. 
We are now able to generalize some results of [2]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let K be an algebraic number field with k the maximal 
real subfield. If k has fewer fundamental units than K then K contains units 
other than roots of unity which have modulus 1. The converse also holds. 
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Proof: By Theorem 1 there are nonregular units E in K. Now suppose 
C/E = w  is a root of unity then E = WE. Setting 7 = (+P and 5 = E/T 
we have E = 57 with 5 a root of unity and 77 a real unit. Now Theorem 1 
would imply that k and K have the same number of fundamental units 
contradicting our hypothesis. Thus w  = F/E is not a root of unity but 
w  is clearly a unit of modulus 1. 
Conversely suppose K contains a unit E of modulus 1 other than a root 
of unity. If K and k had the same number of fundamental units then by 
Theorem 1 E = 511 with 5 a root of unity and r) a real unit. But then 
l=~~]=~~~=]~~so~=&limplying~isarootofunity.Thusk 
has fewer fundamental units than K. 
THEOREM 2. Let k be a totally real algebraic number@eld. Then there 
are at most Jinitely many extensions K of k satisfying all three conditions: 
(i) [K : k] = 2, 
(ii) K is totally imaginary, 
(iii) K has at least one nonreal unit. 
Proof. Identical to the proof of Theorem C in [2]. 
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